
The easiest way to connect when it counts.

Emergency Communication Made Easy
Connect when it counts with Konexus. 
Konexus’ next-generation emergency notification and critical event management platform is 
the easiest way to alert your team and coordinate your disaster recovery in an emergency. Our 
fully integrated, all-in-one solution allows you to streamline incident reporting, response, and 
resolution all from a mobile app. With convenient communication features, our software enables 
you to plan for potential crises, communicate and react during these crises, and move forward 
after the crisis has passed. Given Konexus’ ease of use and advanced communication features, 
it’s no wonder that hundreds of organizations trust Konexus to protect their business. 

Always Available
We understand that implementing new software in your day-to-day operations can be 
challenging, so we offer live online sessions, webinars, and documentation to ensure that 
learning to use Konexus is easy. We believe that any business built to create and enhance 
connection should be just as accessible as the solutions it provides, so we always make 
ourselves available. 

Customer Success is our #1 Priority
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Smart
Konexus can help you 
prepare for a crisis by 
planning messages for 
individual incidents and 

selecting specific groups for 
communication.

Easy
With a straightforward 
design, Konexus’ app 
and web UI allow you to 
quickly communicate with 
your team and track your 

crisis response. 

Success
Konexus is dedicated 
to your success, so we 
offer customers 24/7 
support and a dedicated 
customer success 

manager. 



Streamline communication and your emergency response 
plan with Konexus. Konexus’ features include:
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Connecting with Konexus
Konexus connects your organization at critical times. Our software will facilitate communication 

with your audience whenever and wherever you are speaking with them. 

Find out more about how Konexus makes connecting easy at konexus.com.

The perfect plan for organizations that need  
basic emergency notification features.

With all of the Core Plan features, the Pro Plan is for 
businesses ready to incorporate crisis management features.

Multi-Channel Alerting
With our mobile app and web UI, alert your employees or 
public via mobile push, email, SMS, push, voice, paging, 
fax, Slack, Microsoft Teams, and more. 

Secure Chat
Follow up on polls or messages with Secure Chat to 
initiate direct two-way communication. 

Templates
Plan ahead with alerting and poll templates to quickly 
check in with your people and survey large groups. 

Incident Management
Alert employees when a crisis occurs and send 
instructions for how to proceed.

Polling
Utilize polls to assess personal safety and your 
organization’s status. All results are visible in an  
easy-to-read report on all platforms. 

Incident Guide
View role-specific procedures for a variety of 
emergencies and disruptions to daily operations.

Geofenced Alerting
Visualize and triage your incident event data with our 
highly advanced ESRI Mapping features, and use custom 
layers and drawing tools to create a geofence to target a 
specific group of people for communication.

Tasklists
Plan, activate, and track your crisis response and 
recovery from your mobile app by turning response plans 
into actionable task lists and delivering them to assigned 
teams.

Mobile App
Alert your employees, report incidents from the scene, 
collaborate, and coordinate your crisis response with 
Konexus’ easy-to-use mobile app.

Single Sign On
Simplify and secure employees’ login process with  
single sign on.

Connected Through Konexus

Join the organizations who already trust Konexus to protect their business.

Core Pro
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The most powerful option for enterprises in need of our critical event management features, this 
plan includes everything in the Pro plan and additional features to enhance communication.

Critical Event Management
Initiate and monitor active events that are impacting your organization 
from the mobile app and web dashboard, and view each event’s 
communication and recovery history. Gain insights into events’ severity 
level, priority, and status worldwide in map view, and grant certain 
users attribute-based access to specific events and incident types.

Business Continuity Plans
Transform your business continuity plans into a mobile accessible 
format. Converted plans are available regardless of connectivity to 
allow your organization continuous access during an emergency. 
Imported content can be assigned and permissioned based on a user’s 
role within the system. 

Archer Integrations
Access plans housed in RSA Archer without internet or cellular 
connection, deliver recovery tasks and assessments to response 
teams, and monitor completion from RSA Archer or the Konexus app 
using the Konexus extension for the RSA Archer BC/DR use case.

API Integrations
Retrieve data from Konexus, or share data with Konexus for two-way 
data exchange between systems.

In-Stream Translation
Translate in-stream messages in 70+ languages so your organization 
can collaborate globally. 

Custom Enterprise


